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Client: Rob Barrett (UCI 70+ age grouper, hence the low power      ) 

Location: Hillingdon / Minet Park 

Date of report: 9th May 2020 

 

I acquired an AeroPod a few months ago and have been attempting to get some data from it. This 

session was my second attempt. I think I recorded the data but then installed the Isaac software on my 

laptop which failed to load it, however, I have the Garmin data so I could analyse that. 

This was a very simple road bike test comparing a normal hands on hoods position to a less relaxed 

“aero hoods” position, hands turned in, forearms tucked in, head slightly lower. 

The test was basically three laps at race pace on the hoods, three laps at race pace “aero hoods” and 

three laps at sitting-in pace “aero hoods”. Short answer, “aero hoods” is worth about six watts. 

Warm-up and cool down are the ride down from home and ride back. The second gap in power after the 

lap six marker was when a Smart Car decided to cross my lane and mount the kerb right across my ride 

line. I narrowly avoided putting a brake lever scratch down the near side panel and unclipped fast 

enough to stop myself landing on my right hand and doing a collar bone. I was remarkably civil to the 

driver under the circumstances. He was a little sheepish. The power peak towards the end was me 

attempting a Strava segment, missed it by two seconds, 387 average watts for 43 seconds. 
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On to the analysis: 

All test laps: 

 

 

Hoods 31.6kph 192 watts average power 
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Aero hoods 32.5kph 199 watts average power 

 

 

Aero hoods 30.7kph 184 watts average power 
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Whole ride 

 

 

GC summary screen 

 


